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Introduction  

To achieve long-term economic growth and prosperity, many countries around the world have 
identified the need to integrate competition considerations into all of their regulatory and policy 
development processes. 

To better understand how public policies can drive competition and economic growth,  the 
Competition Bureau hosted Canada’s Competition Summit 2023: Exploring policy approaches to 
unlock competition on October 5, 2023. Over 500 people attended the event, either in person or 
virtually, to learn more about the topic. 

To open the day, Canada’s Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry, the Honourable  
François-Philippe Champagne, discussed the government’s plans for the future of competition 
policy. The remainder of the day featured seven sessions where domestic and international 
experts explored how competition considerations can be factored into policy development across 
all levels of the Canadian government, along with other relevant topics. 

Five key takeaways were identified at the 2023 Summit.  

KEY TAKEAWAY #1: Competition can help bolster the economy and productivity in Canada

The Centre for Productivity and Prosperity (HEC Montreal) researched the link between Canada’s 
declining productivity and the lack of competition in the country. They studied key indicators to 
assess the competitive pressure among businesses, including public policies and regulations. These 
indicators seem to suggest that businesses in Canada don’t feel sufficient pressure to be more 
productive. Their findings echo the ones from the Bureau’s recent competitive intensity report and the 
OECD’s most recent survey on product market regulation in Canada. More competition would benefit 
consumers (e.g. lower prices, higher product quality), as well as strengthen businesses (e.g. efficiency, 
greater resilience, ability to compete with businesses elsewhere in the world) and the overall  
Canadian economy. 

It was noted that, in the United States, similar studies were released during the Obama 
administration. Some of the studies indicated that American concentration and non-competition 
levels were at all-time highs, while the American economy was experiencing weak growth and 
stagnant wages. To rebalance the economy, competition was identified as one of the key answers. 

“(…) our discussion today [at Canada’s Competition Summit 2023] is so important. We must 
consider the role that governments can play to nurture and stimulate competition in  
the economy.” 

– Matthew Boswell, Commissioner of Competition, Competition Bureau Canada
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https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/competition-bureau-canada/en/how-we-foster-competition/education-and-outreach/canadas-competition-summit?auHash=MfI_CewUrsKF592xGpQh6rEk4XISeqprA66LwumAsUQ
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https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/competition-bureau-canada/en/how-we-foster-competition/education-and-outreach/competition-canada-2000-2020-economy-crossroads
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oecd-ilibrary.org%2Feconomics%2Foecd-economic-surveys-canada-2023_7eb16f83-en&data=05%7C01%7CMarissa.Roy-Pimentel%40cb-bc.gc.ca%7Cee339bfaf0214949bd5008dbdf721ebb%7Cb72ac62f06d54cd5824eee92319a4676%7C0%7C0%7C638349453593327404%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vGTqXLgDsAOKHd1nHbDCRhcerdUmeTNut5uz9XUfkOc%3D&reserved=0
https://www.whitehouse.gov/cea/written-materials/2021/07/09/the-importance-of-competition-for-the-american-economy/


Several reasons to be optimistic about Canada’s economic potential were noted, including a 
dynamic labour force, high education levels, inclusive participation by women in the workforce, 
favourable demographics and natural resources. Strengths in emerging sectors – like artificial 
intelligence, biotech, and quantum computing – were also mentioned.  

KEY TAKEAWAY #2: Canada has a lot to learn from other countries on developing a 
whole-of-government approach to competition  

A recurring theme at Summit 2023 was how much Canada can learn from the experiences of our 
international partners like the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom.  

The recent experience of competition revival in the United States was discussed at length. We 
heard about six important elements that Canada can learn from: 

 Political support at the highest levels is important. It’s important to have people in  
 senior positions in the government (i.e. from the White House – or the Prime Minister’s  
 Office in Canada) responsible for coordinating and prioritizing competition policy. 

 Appoint enforcement officials who have the courage to make changes. In the US,  
 this meant appointing those who would execute the innovative program that the President  
 was looking for and not necessarily those that you would expect be appointed.  

 Initiate an aggressive whole-of-government approach to antitrust policy. In July 2021,  
 the President issued an Executive Order on Promoting Competition in the American  
 Economy with 72 directives. It established a White House Competition Council within the  
 Executive Office of the President to coordinate, promote and advance these efforts. 

 Appoint members of the judiciary who are more conscious of economic justice issues.  
 In the US, judges who have clear and strong views about antitrust were appointed. 

  The antitrust revival was an internal and external government initiative. It’s important  
 to have the engagement of a broad spectrum of stakeholders, including academics, civil  
 society, politicians and policymakers.  

 Be aware, it’s a long process. It took the US about 10 years to get where they are today,  
 and there is still work to be done. 

Speakers throughout the day also mentioned other countries as examples. Pro-competitive 
initiatives – like the UK’s open banking and Australia’s data portability frameworks – could help 
unlock competition in many areas of Canada’s data-driven economy. The government could also 
look at the work done by Australia, New Zealand and the European Union on easing trade barriers 
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“When you line up [competition] indicators one after the other and they all point in the same 
direction, you have to ask yourself questions.” [Translation]  

– Robert Gagné, Director, Centre for Productivity and Prosperity, Walter J. Somers Foundation,  
    HEC Montreal
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/07/09/executive-order-on-promoting-competition-in-the-american-economy/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/07/09/executive-order-on-promoting-competition-in-the-american-economy/
https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/1-Open-Banking-the-UK-Experience-By-Adam-Land-Bill-Roberts.pdf
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Australian%20Communications%20Consumer%20Action%20Network_3.pdf


by creating internal markets. This would help interprovincial trade barriers within the country, 
which many speakers mentioned as a significant barrier to competition in Canada. 

Interprovincial trade barriers were another area discussed by speakers. Provinces and territories 
often impose duplicative regulatory requirements on businesses, which can impede their ability to 
compete on a national scale. Canada could benefit from a more harmonized regulatory approach 
in many areas, especially interprovincial trade. Many speakers advocated for less regulation. They 
mentioned that regulators need to be careful about regulatory capture, where regulations benefit 
the regulated sector more than the public interest. 

Another consideration raised was how competition assessments might be used. Creating 
an independent organization, whose role would be to conduct competition assessments on 
government policies was recommended. The Bureau has done some work in this area with the 
publication of a step-by-step guide to competition assessment on its website. Another suggestion 
was to complete a retrospective competition assessment to understand barriers to entry and why 
businesses are leaving Canada. 

KEY TAKEAWAY #3: With competition becoming a “kitchen-table” issue in Canada, we must 
seize this opportunity to enact pro-competitive reform 

During Summit 2023, we heard about barriers to competition created by certain government 
policies, such as foreign ownership restrictions, supply management regimes and interprovincial 
trade barriers. 

Speakers mentioned that Canadian regulatory frameworks in many areas are not competition-
friendly. In the financial sector, for example, businesses have to deal with a highly complex 
regulatory environment. 
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“A real key to making this competition project work was having all the agencies who influence 
competition be involved. The key to it was having the heads of agencies come [to the White 
House] every 6 months to meet with the President in a somewhat public Competition Council 
meeting and share what they’ve done lately.” 

– Tim Wu, Julius Silver Professor of Law, Science and Technology at Columbia Law School and the  
    former White House Special Assistant to the President for Competition Policy 

“We’ve got to make sure that on the one hand, we balance things out [regarding the regulatory 
framework]. On the other hand, we make it easy for Canadians to use the financial services 
they want to use to do what they need to do.” 

– Edward Kholodenko, President & CEO, Questrade Financial Group

https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/competition-bureau-canada/en/how-we-foster-competition/education-and-outreach/publications/strengthening-canadas-economy-through-pro-competitive-policies


Finally, speakers mentioned that competition policy is just one part of the solution. We need other 
measures, including a strong competition enforcement framework, to make sure that we don’t 
have overly concentrated industries and dominant players that abuse their power. 

KEY TAKEAWAY #4: Canadians want and need more pro-competitive programs in order to reap 
the benefits of competition  

The public’s interest in competition is at an all-time high. Speakers believe that this awareness 
was likely brought about by affordability challenges, international developments and recent, high-
profile, domestic competition cases. 

At Summit 2023, we also heard that:  

 Canadians want more competition, and they believe the government is not doing enough.   
 Competition-based conversations must be public and become a part of the broader  
 political process.   
 Political efforts to spark change often occur at the margins and target sector-specific  
 issues. We need more economy-wide political efforts to stimulate competition.   
 It’s important to use plain language to make technical concepts accessible to the general  
 public. This will allow a more inclusive conversation about what the future of competition  
 policy should look like.   

As some speakers mentioned, we need a “competition culture” among policymakers, consumers 
and businesses, to make long-lasting and meaningful changes happen.

KEY TAKEAWAY #5: It’s essential to identify and publicize competition issues that are  
important to Canadians 

Competition policy may not always be at the forefront of political discourse. However, it can 
gain attention when specific issues – such as telecom rates or grocery prices – become more 
important to consumers or businesses. 

To achieve this, proactive initiatives – like conducting market studies, partnering with think-tanks 
and universities, and collaborating with stakeholders – are essential. These actions can help 
raise awareness about competition-related matters and ensure they align with the issues that 
Canadians care about, ultimately shaping government priorities. 
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“People are interested in [competition and monopolization] from all across the political 
spectrum. If you go on Twitter, Reddit or comment sections of newspapers, you’ll find people 
having long discussions about competition and monopolization on stories that are totally 
unrelated. I think right now this is resonating with people like nothing I’ve seen before, and it’s 
folks from different sides – but especially younger Canadians.” 

– Arshy Mann, Podcast Host & Producer, Canadaland

https://www.ipsos.com/en-ca/news-polls/most-Canadians-say-we-need-more-competition#:~:text=Eight%20in%20ten%20(88%25),and%20more%20innovation%20in%20Canada.
https://openmedia.org/press/item/poll-92-of-canadians-believe-monopolies-are-driving-up-prices


 

At Canada’s Competition Summit 2023, we heard different perspectives and experiences of 
thought leaders from the public, private, and academic sectors. It was a great opportunity to learn 
how to drive competition forward in Canada. But it was just the beginning.  

We need to work together to hardwire competition principles into government decision-making.   
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“I would be very proactive by stirring the pot with market studies and partnerships with 
think-tanks and universities, and working with willing partners to raise the issues and call 
out anticompetitive behaviors and issues and try to tip the scale a little bit in favour of 
competition. There will be allies out there. People that care about these issues need to 
step up and be proactive, make the case for it. If you are passive and sit back, then the 
anticompetitive stakeholders will prevail.” 

– Michael Wernick, Jarislowsky Chair in Public Sector Management, University of Ottawa; Former Clerk     
    of the Privy Council and Secretary to the Cabinet of Canada

Conclusion


